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BOUNDLESS TELECOM CHOOSES DCA FOR ITS BSS/OSS NEEDS
Kerrville, Texas based Boundless Telecom has chosen DCA Services to provide a
new Billing and Operations Software solution. The Company is using DCA’s hosted
platform to meet its billing and customer care needs. Boundless Telecom will also be
implementing DCA’s online customer portal to improve the customer experience
and provide a reduction in administration and service costs.
“Boundless Telecom selected DCA Services as its new billing vendor in efforts to give
us a customized end-to-end solution,” said Jeremy Kerth, President, Boundless
Telecom. “We chose DCA because of the Team’s extensive knowledge and history in
providing full service solutions to this industry.” “In addition to billing services, DCA
is also able to provide integration, circuit inventories, and other crucial software
management in one system that will support our products and growth.” “The
implementation and transition to DCA’s system was extremely fast and smooth and
we could not be more pleased with how easy they have made it.”
“We are excited to have Boundless Telecom as the latest edition to the DCA family of
Clients,” said Kevin King, DCA’s Director Of Business Development. “Boundless is
fanatical about their service and customer experience, always offering unique,
competitive solutions and products to a growing number of businesses with an
approach and dedication that is top notch. Their Team is great to work with and we
are extremely happy to be a part of this winning combination.”
About DCA: DCA Services provides industry leading back office automation systems
to all segments of the Telecommunications industry. Since 1986, DCA has helped its
Clients reduce costs, enhance revenue, manage product and customer portfolios,
and provide efficient back office operations. DCA’s integrated solution encompasses
the entire spectrum of back office functions, and includes a comprehensive suite of
reporting tools to proactively manage every aspect of a Client’s business. For more
information about DCA, please visit www.dcaservices.com or call 877-DCA-BILL.
About Boundless Telecom: The “Un-Carrier” Carrier, Boundless Telecom provides
a level of service that is unprecedented in the telecom market today.

BT works hard to Eliminate:

●
●
●
●
●

Slow responses
Poor communication
Complicated agreements
Poorly engineered solutions, and
Impossible to predict network uptime solutions

Boundless Telecom provides a remedy to these issues with fanatically fast and
accurate responses, overly communicative, flexible agreements, engineered
solutions, pro-active network monitoring and issue resolution and consequently
99.99% guaranteed uptime for our customer’s HQ and remote locations!
We purposely intend to be different than the major carriers by providing you a
predictable outcome because it’s what our Clients expect.
To learn more about Boundless Telecom, please visit www.boundlesstelecom.com
or call 877-821-8383.

